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[1] A new generation large-eddy simulation (LES), based on a Lagrangian scale-
dependent dynamic subgrid model, is applied to neutral atmospheric flow over
heterogeneous land surfaces. This LES is faithful to the physics of the interaction of the
lower atmosphere and the land surface based on classical validation tests of the simulated
mean wind profile and the atmospheric turbulence. Simulations of the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) over heterogeneous land surfaces with a range of characteristic
lengths and surface roughness values are performed, each simulated surface consisting of
equal-size stripes of different roughness. The simulated mean wind profiles are analyzed
to identify the height of the blending layer and used to develop a relationship between
blending layer height and characteristic surface length scales. For hydrologic and
atmospheric applications where the regional-scale surface roughness needs to be known,
the analysis is extended to derive an effective surface roughness knowing local surface
patch roughness values. INDEX TERMS: 3322 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Land/
atmosphere interactions; 1818 Hydrology: Evapotranspiration; 3337 Meteorology and Atmospheric
Dynamics: Numerical modeling and data assimilation; 3307 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics:
Boundary layer processes; KEYWORDS: atmospheric boundary layer, blending height, effective surface
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1. Introduction
[2] The determination of regional-scale surface fluxes of
momentum, sensible heat and water vapor over complex
terrain remains a basic challenge in hydrology and the
atmospheric sciences. Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
(MOS) [Monin and Obukhov, 1954] is the main practical
tool for the computation of surface fluxes using measure-
ments in the atmospheric surface layer [e.g., Parlange et al.,
1995]. MOS was initially developed for homogeneous
surfaces, but it has been commonly used for heterogeneous
surfaces as well. The applicability of this similarity theory
over heterogeneous surfaces can be attributed to the strong
mixing effects of atmospheric turbulence [Brutsaert, 1998].
Therefore MOS can be used for heterogeneous surfaces
only above a height at which surface and local disturbances
have been blended out; this height is known as the blending
height hb [Wieringa, 1976]. Another main characteristic of
ABL flows that allows the use of MOS for nonhomoge-
neous surfaces is the small extent of vertical length scales
vis-a`-vis horizontal length scales [Brutsaert, 1998]. In this
regard, it is important to distinguish between heterogeneities
in terms of scale. The largest eddies in the ABL are of the
same scale as the depth of the ABL; therefore for hetero-
geneities smaller than the ABL depth, turbulent mixing is
important and has a strong blending effect. On the other
hand, for heterogeneities larger than the depth of the ABL,
mixing and patch interaction is mainly due to mean circu-
lation. Field experiments found the similarity theory to be
accurate in obtaining the regional-scale evaporation, mo-
mentum flux, and sensible heat flux over heterogeneous
surfaces that appear statistically homogeneous at a regional-
scale [Brutsaert et al., 1989; Parlange and Brutsaert, 1989,
1993]. However, in experiments conducted at the HAPEX-
MOBILHY site in southeastern France over areas with
Copyright 2004 by the American Geophysical Union.
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large, distinct, and abrupt changes in land use, it was found
that the similarity theory did not always work [Brutsaert
and Parlange, 1992]. Despite the wide use of MOS, several
questions related to flow over heterogeneous terrain are yet
to be addressed: (1) How are internal boundary layers
formed over patches blended and what is the mixing height
above which turbulence blends out the effects of surface
heterogeneity? (2)What is the effect of surface heterogeneity
on surface shear stress and consequently on land atmo-
sphere interactions? (3) Can these effects be parameterized
succinctly and accurately?
[3] The need to answer these questions becomes obvious
when mesoscale and global models are considered. In these
models, significant variations in surface conditions occur at
scales smaller than the grid scale [Avissar and Pielke, 1989;
Koster and Suarez, 1992; Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, 1997]. Hence a proper parameterization
of heterogeneity that would yield good estimates of average
transport is of critical importance. Several approaches have
been attempted. Methods that simply use the average of
surface roughness, temperature or humidity, might not
capture the effect of abrupt changes in surface conditions.
Other approaches use higher order statistics such as
frequency distributions [Avissar, 1991, 1992]; these ap-
proaches do not account for heterogeneity scales and
interactions between patches. For example, it will be shown
in this work that simulations with the same probability
density function for surface roughness can yield very
different land-atmosphere interaction dynamics (as depicted
by the effective surface roughness for example), due to
variations in the heterogeneity scale and the resulting
variations in patch interactions.
[4] In addition to experimental studies, Reynolds-Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations have been used to
understand land-atmosphere interaction and to formulate
a method to account for subgrid-scale heterogeneities
[Mason, 1988; Claussen, 1991; Wood and Mason, 1991;
Schmid and Bu¨nzly, 1995; Goode and Belcher, 1999].
RANS solves the ensemble averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions; therefore a closure model is needed to parameterize
the turbulent flux term. Since turbulence is parameterized
rather than simulated in RANS, this technique can only give
information about the average quantities and hence cannot
dynamically capture nonlocal transport over abrupt changes
in surface conditions.
[5] More recently, large-eddy simulation has become
increasingly popular as a tool for a physical understanding
of the dynamics of the blending phenomena over heteroge-
neous surfaces [Hechtel et al., 1990; Shen and Leclerc,
1995; Khanna and Brasseur, 1997; Avissar et al., 1998;
Albertson and Parlange, 1999a, 1999b; Glendening and
Lin, 2002]. This paper continues this previous body of work
by using LES, with an up-to-date model for subgrid-scale
stresses, to test a new parameterization for heterogeneous
surfaces.
2. Large-Eddy Simulation
[6] In large-eddy simulation, the basic premise is that the
largest eddies contain most of the energy and are responsi-
ble for most of the transport of momentum and scalars.
Hence the LES technique consists of solving the Navier-
Stokes equations with eddies smaller than the filter size left
out. Eddies larger than the filter size can be resolved. The
solution of the filtered Navier-Stokes equations yields the
filtered (resolved) velocity vector u˜(x, t), which represents a
spatial average of the actual velocity vector u(x, t). Note
that the tilde will be used throughout this paper to indicate
the filtering operation (at the grid scale ) or to refer to a
filtered variable, a caret will denote filtering at double the
grid scale (2), a prime will denote the subgrid-scale (SGS)
components of the variables. Statistical averaging will be
denoted by angle brackets. Brackets followed by dimen-
sions subscripts will denote averaging in all the indicated
dimensions; for example, huix,y is the velocity averaged
over the x and y directions.
[7] The spatial filtering of the Navier-Stokes equations
gives rise to a subgrid-scale (SGS) flux term sij =guiuj  euieuj; it represents the effect of small eddies that are
filtered out on the resolved scales of motion. An important
effect of the small eddies is to pass the cascading energy to
smaller and smaller scales until that energy can be dissipat-
ed by molecular viscosity, a phenomenon not explicitly
resolved in LES.
[8] In this work the viscous term can be neglected due to
the extremely high Reynolds number of atmospheric flows
and the modeling of the wall layer (as opposed to resolving
the viscous sublayer). The Coriolis term can also be
dropped since the paper mainly looks at the physics in a
layer that does not exceed 300 m in height. The filtered
Navier-Stokes equation in rotational form [Orszag and Pao,
1974] and the continuity equation can then be written as
@~ui
@t
þ ~uj @~ui
@xj
 @~uj
@xi
 
¼  1
r
@~p*
@xi
 @
@xj
tij þ eFi; @~ui
@xi
¼ 0: ð1Þ
The rotational form is used for kinetic energy and mass
conservation [Orszag and Pao, 1974]. Fi is the external
forcing; in this study for example, it is the mean streamwise
pressure forcing. tij is the deviatoric part of the SGS stress
tensor defined as
tij ¼ sij  1
3
skkdij: ð2Þ
[9] The pressure term ep* ¼ epþ 1
3
rskk þ 12 reujeuj represents
a dynamic variable that is formulated so that the velocity
field remains divergence free. Taking the divergence of the
above equation and using continuity results in a Poisson
equation for pressure that can be solved for ep*.
[10] The code (described in detail by Albertson and
Parlange [1999b] and Porte´-Agel et al. [2000]) uses a
pseudo-spectral approach in the horizontal directions and
a second order accurate centered-differences scheme in the
vertical direction. The centered-differences scheme neces-
sitates the use of a staggered grid in the vertical direction;
this entails storing the variables either at heights ndz or (n 
1/2) dz, where n goes from 0 to Nz (Nz is the number of
vertical grid points and dz is the vertical mesh spacing). The
fully explicit second order accurate Adams-Bashforth
scheme is used for time advancement. Full dealiasing of
the convective terms is achieved by padding and truncation
using the 3/2 rule [Orszag, 1970]. This is needed in the
present study since aliasing errors, which affect the smallest
resolved scales used to compute the dynamic Smagorinsky
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coefficient (see below), might be significantly detrimental to
the accuracy of SGS parameterization.
3. SGS Modeling
[11] The usefulness of LES in atmospheric applications
has significantly increased in the past decade due to the
increase in computing power and the improvement in SGS
parameterizations. As previously discussed, solving the
LES equations requires expressing the deviatoric SGS
stress, tij, in terms of the resolved velocity. The SGS
parameterization most often used in traditional LES of
ABL flows is the Smagorinsky model [Smagorinsky,
1963]; it uses viscous analogy and the mixing length
approach and expresses the SGS flux as a function of the
resolved strain rate tensor ~Sij ¼ 0:5 @jeui þ @ieuj  using
tsmagij ¼ 2nT ~Sij ¼ 2 cs; 
 2 ~Sij ~Sij; ð3Þ
where  is the grid width and nT is the eddy viscosity. The
only unknown in the above expression is the Smagorinsky
coefficient cs,. The traditional approach is to use a constant
coefficient estimated from the theory of isotropic homo-
geneous turbulence to be about 0.17 [Lilly, 1967]. However,
and most importantly for ABL applications, the Smagor-
insky model fails when the grid-scale approaches the limits
of the inertial range, such as in the vicinity of solid
boundaries. It is precisely in such areas that subgrid-scale
fluxes contribute a significant share of the total fluxes and
where an accurate model is needed. The Smagorinsky
coefficient must decrease close to the surface, and attempts
to impose empirical wall damping functions have shown
that the model is over dissipative regardless of the damping
function used [Mason and Thomson, 1992]. In summary, for
faithful modeling of SGS processes, cs, cannot be assumed
to be flow and situation independent unless  is contained
well inside an ideal inertial range of locally isotropic and
homogeneous turbulence.
3.1. Dynamic Model
[12] A major improvement in LES technique has been the
introduction of the dynamic SGS model [Germano et al.,
1991]. The dynamic approach consists of using the resolved
scales to ‘‘measure’’ the model coefficient during the
simulation. As reviewed by Meneveau and Katz [2000],
the approach uses the assumption of scale invariance, cs,2 =
cs,, by applying the coefficient measured from the resolved
scales to the subgrid-scale range. However, scale invariance
near the grid-filter scale  does not always hold. The
coefficient depends strongly on scale when  tends to the
integral scale (as occurs in the first few grid points near
the ground in LES of ABL flows). To account for scale
effects, scale-dependent formulations have been successfully
implemented for ABL flows [Porte´-Agel et al., 2000]. A
power law behavior is assumed for the scale dependence
of cs: cs,   or cs,2  b = 2,  = 0 (i.e., b = 1)
corresponding to the scale-invariant standard dynamic
model.
[13] In the work of Porte´-Agel et al. [2000], the coeffi-
cient b itself was measured dynamically through an addi-
tional filtering operation at a scale 4. That paper also
showed that the use of the scale-dependent dynamic model
for simple LES of neutrally stable ABL gives substantial
improvements over both the traditional Smagorinsky model
with wall-damping functions and the scale-invariant dynamic
model.
[14] In this work, for computational simplicity, a dynamic
computation of b is not performed. Instead, the vertical
profile of b as a function of z/ is taken from Porte´-Agel et
al. [2000]. Figure 1 depicts the smooth fit describing the
already computed dependence of b upon z/ for the case of
neutral ABL over rough terrain. Note that this function for b
was verified only for neutral atmospheres and uniform
surface roughness. The relation was tested in this work
for a wide range of surface roughness values and it yielded
realistic velocity profiles in the log region which suggests
that it holds well for the surfaces simulated in this paper. By
using the function for the case with patches, the possible
effects of transitions among patches on b is being neglected.
It is reasonable to expect these effects to be small since the
relation only has to hold between the filter size  and the
second test filter size 4.
3.2. Lagrangian Scale-Dependent SGS Model
[15] The dynamic model, even in its scale-dependent
formulation, yields a coefficient with strong fluctuations
and averaging is needed for numerical stability. The tradi-
tional approach consists of averaging over homogeneous
directions, for example horizontal planes in ABL flows.
This requirement for homogeneous directions in the flow
field and the concomitant inability to handle complex
geometries renders the use of this model questionable in
studying the effect of surface heterogeneity. Instead, a new
version of the so-called Lagrangian dynamic SGS model
[Meneveau et al., 1996] is implemented.
[16] The approach is based on the dynamic model but
averages are obtained in time along fluid path lines rather
than over homogeneous directions. The Lagrangian model
is very well suited for applications with heterogeneous
spatial conditions since it preserves local variability, pre-
Figure 1. Scaling factor b = 2 versus z/ from Porte´-
Agel et al. [2000] and fit used in this work.
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serves Galilean invariance, and does not require homoge-
neous directions. The model starts from the Germano
identity [Germano et al., 1991] that relates SGS stresses
at different scales
Lij ¼ Tij  s^ij ¼ d~ui ~uj  b~ui b~uj; ð4Þ
where Tij is the SGS stress at a scale 2 and Lij is the
resolved SGS stress tensor defined from scales intermediate
between  and 2. Lij can be computed exactly from the
resolved velocity field. Using the Smagorinsky model to
express the deviatoric parts of the SGS stresses at the scales
 and 2, and assuming that the cs coefficient does not
fluctuate strongly in space to justify extracting it from the
test-filtering operation [Ghosal et al., 1995; Meneveau et
al., 1996] results in the following expressions:
csDij ¼ 2c2s;2 deS eSij; TDij ¼ 2c2s;2 2ð Þ2 beS beSij: ð5Þ
The superscript D denotes the trace free part of the tensor,
for example Tij
D = Tij  1/3(Tkkdij). Replacing in equation
(4) yields an error induced by the use of the Smagorinsky
model. This error is
eij ¼ LDij  TDij  btij  ¼ LDij  c2s;Mij; ð6Þ
where Mij ¼ 22
h deS eSij  4b beS  beSiji and b = cs,22 /cs,2 as
already defined. In the Lagrangian SGS model, the
coefficient cs, is obtained by minimizing the weighted
time average of the squared error over path lines
E ¼
Z t
1
eij z t
0ð Þ; t0ð Þeij z t0ð Þ; t0ð ÞW t t0ð Þdt0; ð7Þ
where z(t0) are the previous positions of the fluid elements.
Setting the partial derivative of E with respect to cs,
2 to
zero results in an expression for cs,
2 (note that the resulting
contraction of Lij with Mij eliminates the need to distinguish
between Lij and Lij
D, since Mij is a deviatoric (traceless)
tensor)
c2s; ¼
ILM
IMM
; ð8Þ
where ILM =
R t
1 LijMij(z(t
0), t)W(t  t0)dt0 and IMM =R t
1MijMij(z(t
0), t0)W(t  t0)dt0. W(t) is a relaxation function
that allows the model to allocate a higher weight to its
recent history. A choice of an exponential form, W(t  t0) =
T1 e(tt
0
)/T, allows replacing cumbersome evaluations of
backward time integrals with forward relaxation-transport
equations. On the basis of DNS results and dimensional
self-consistency [Meneveau et al., 1996], the timescale T is
chosen as T = 1.5(ILMIMM)
1/8. The relaxation transport
equations thus obtained for ILM and IMM are:
DILM
Dt
¼ @ILM
@t
þ eu  rILM ¼ 1
T
LijMij  ILM
 
; ð9Þ
DIMM
Dt
¼ @IMM
@t
þ eu  rIMM ¼ 1
T
MijMij  IMM
 
: ð10Þ
[17] These equations can be readily included in the
numerical LES model using low-order numerical approx-
imations and the resultant formulation is particularly simple
and efficient:
Inþ1MM xð Þ ¼ e MijMij
 nþ1
xð Þ þ 1 eð ÞInMM x euntð Þ;
Inþ1LM xð Þ ¼ H e LijMij
 nþ1
xð Þ þ 1 eð ÞInLM x euntð Þn o;
where e ¼ t=T
n
1þt=Tn ; T
n ¼ 1:5 InLM InMM
 1=8
;
and H xf g ¼ ramp function ¼
x if x  0
0 otherwise:


ð11Þ
t is the time step. The equations are advanced with
periodic boundary conditions for ILM and IMM in the
horizontal directions. At the lower and upper boundaries,
zero-gradient (homogeneous Neumann) boundary condi-
tions are imposed, i.e., the values at the boundary are set
equal to the values at the closest node inside the domain.
The model coefficient does not need to be updated at every
time step of the LES code. In this work, cs is computed
every fifth time step and tests showed that no significant
improvements can be obtained by updating cs more
frequently. The computational cost of the scale-dependent
dynamic Lagrangian SGS model implemented here exceeds
the cost of the traditional Smagorinsky model (imposed cs)
by only 11%. The authors consider that the improved results
obtained justify the additional cost. It is also highly unlikely
that a Smagorinsky model with a higher resolution could
yield equivalent results since the 11% increase in the cost is
equivalent to a mere 3.5% increase in resolution (1.111/3) in
each direction, even without considering the increased
constraint on the time step associated with increased
resolution.
4. A Suite of Simulations
[18] To understand the dynamics of land-atmosphere
coupling over heterogeneous surfaces and the effects of
patch scale on ABL dynamics, a suite of simulations was
performed. In all the simulations, the flow characteristics
were kept unchanged and only the streamwise length of the
patches and their surface roughness were varied. While such
uniform stripes are highly idealized representations of real
complex heterogeneous terrains, they are good surrogate of
heterogeneity characterized by a single length scale. Future
extensions of this work will consider more complex patch
configurations. Figure 2 depicts the simulation domain and
the main parameters used in the simulations. It represents
the 4-patch case. Cases with a higher or lower number of
patches have a similar configuration with a different number
of alternating low roughness and high roughness patches.
Table 1 details the simulations characteristics.
[19] The boundary conditions in the horizontal directions
are periodic. Hence the flow that exits at the downstream
boundary of the domain is fed back at the upstream
boundary. This implies that the domain simulated actually
consists of an infinite number of alternating patches in the
streamwise direction (x). Similarly, the periodic boundary
conditions in the cross-stream direction (y) imply that the
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patches are of infinite width in that direction. The transition
between patches is abrupt. A stress free condition is
imposed at the top of the domain by setting
@3eu1;2 ¼ eu3 ¼ 0 ð12Þ
where 1, 2, and 3 refer to the streamwise, cross-stream and
vertical directions, respectively. At the bottom of the do-
main, the vertical velocity is set to 0 at the surface and a
stress boundary condition is imposed through the logarith-
mic law-of-the-wall.
[20] A common approach used in many studies [Moeng,
1984; Mason and Callen, 1986; Schmidt and Schumann,
1989; Albertson and Parlange, 1999b] involving heteroge-
neous surfaces is to impose the law-of-the-wall in a strictly
local sense, i.e.,
tw ¼  k
ln z=zoð Þ
 2 eu21 þ eu22 ; ð13Þ
where k is the von Karman constant (0.4) and z = dz/2 is the
height of the first streamwise velocity node where the
velocities used in equation (13) are evaluated. Note that tw
is in fact the kinematic stress t/r (the squared friction
velocity). The use of this relation imposes an average stress
obtained from LES
tLESw
  ¼  k
ln z=zoð Þ
 2 eu21 þ eu22  : ð14Þ
However, the log-law was developed and validated to be
used in an average sense, i.e.,
tloglaww
  ¼  k
ln z=zoð Þ
 2 eu1h i2; ð15Þ
where the mean cross-stream component h~u2i = 0. Since
the velocity at z = dz/2 fluctuates, ~u21
 
> ~u1h i2 (Schwartz
inequality); thus tLESw
 
> tloglaww
 
. Therefore imposing
the wall stress in a local sense through equation (13) leads
to increased average stresses for a given near-wall
velocity. In LES with a prescribed pressure gradient and
mean stress, this would yield a slower flow near the
surface. The alternative, namely to use the average
velocity hu1i, is not meaningful and sometimes not
feasible in simulations with heterogeneous or complex
surface conditions.
[21] However, filtering the local velocity (at z = dz/2) at a
scale 2 significantly reduces the small-scale fluctuations
so that the velocity variance becomes quite small. A
formulation that does not require averaging can be derived
using this filtered local velocity to impose a stress
tw x; yð Þ ¼  k
ln z=zoð Þ
 2 beu21 x; y; dz=2ð Þ þ beu22 x; y; dz=2ð Þ : ð16Þ
Figure 2. Simulation domain (not to scale).
Table 1. Simulation Characteristics
Characteristic Value/Description
Scaling height H 1000 m
Horizontal mesh spacing, dx and dy 52 m
Vertical mesh spacing, dz 8.4 m; as previously discussed, some variables are stored at (n  1/2)dz
Number of grid points 1203  1.7 million points
Initial conditions modified logarithmic profile with a randomly imposed TKE
Warm up period warm-up simulations are run until the stress profile adjusts to a straight line reaching 1 at the surface
Simulation time step 0.00012 (in nondimensional time units) about 0.25 seconds if normalized using u* = 0.5 m/s
Number of simulation time steps 80,000
Output sampling frequency every 10 time steps
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Subsequently, the stress is partitioned into its streamwise
and cross-stream components in the usual manner:
twalli;3 x; yð Þ ¼ tw
beui x; y; dz=2ð Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbeu21 þ beu22q
264
375 i ¼ 1; 2: ð17Þ
[22] This formulation is applicable in heterogeneous or
complex terrain since the filtering preserves large-scale
variations. Tests of this formulation indicate that it yields
an average stress that is very close to the stress predicted by
the average law-of-the-wall formulation for homogeneous
surfaces.
5. Patch Characteristics
[23] The roughness of the surfaces was varied to examine
the effects of average roughness and the effects of abrupt
changes in roughness (i.e., magnitude of roughness jumps).
The values of zo were varied from 0.1 to 100 cm. This is an
adequate range and represents surfaces varying in rough-
ness from bare lands to forests. In each case, only two
roughness values zo,1 and zo,2 were used. The roughness
ratio zo,2/zo,1 was set to 10 or 100. Four groups of
simulations were performed. The first group consisted of
eight cases, with one reference case having no patches, i.e.,
a homogeneous surface, while the other cases used patches
of different lengths Lp. The other three groups consisted
each of 4 cases for different Lp and different combinations
of zo,1 and zo,2. Table 2 lists the different scenarios and their
characteristics.
6. Code Validation
[24] The code with the new surface boundary condition
and Lagrangian scale-dependent SGS model was validated.
Results from the homogeneous simulation (A1) were used
since the literature for LES over homogeneous surfaces is
more abundant for comparison of simulation performance.
Figure 3 shows the nondimensional streamwise velocity
gradient. The value of this gradient, being close to 1 near
the surface, confirms that the velocity profile is logarithmic.
[25] Figure 4 depicts the total stress and its distribution
into resolved and SGS components in dimensionless units
(normalized by u*
2 ). Note how the average SGS stress is
insignificant everywhere except close to the surface. On the
other hand, the resolved stress is 0 at the surface where all
the eddies associated with momentum transfer (stress) are
unresolved. The stress distributions are in qualitative agree-
Table 2. Simulation Cases
Simulation
Number of
Patches Lp, m zo,1, zo,2, m zo,2/zo,1
A1 1 infinite 0.1 -
A2 2 3140 0.025, 0.25 10
A4 4 1570 0.025, 0.25 10
A6 6 1045 0.025, 0.25 10
A8 8 785 0.025, 0.25 10
A12 12 523 0.025, 0.25 10
A20 20 314 0.025, 0.25 10
A30 30 209 0.025, 0.25 10
B2 2 3140 0.1, 1 10
B4 4 1570 0.1, 1 10
B8 8 785 0.1, 1 10
B20 20 314 0.1, 1 10
C2 2 3140 0.01, 1 100
C4 4 1570 0.01, 1 100
C8 8 785 0.01, 1 100
C20 20 314 0.01, 1 100
D2 2 3140 0.001, 0.1 100
D4 4 1570 0.001, 0.1 100
D8 8 785 0.001, 0.1 100
D20 20 314 0.001, 0.1 100
Figure 3. Vertical profile of the nondimensional gradient
of the mean streamwise velocity.
Figure 4. Vertical profiles of the resolved stress
hu˜0~w0it,y,x (circles), the subgrid-scale stress htxzit,y,x
(crosses), and the total stress (solid line).
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ment with several LES studies (see the comparative study of
Andren et al. [1994]). However, the partitioning of stress
into resolved and SGS parts depends on the SGS model and
the resolution of the simulation.
[26] Figure 5 presents the dynamically obtained coeffi-
cient (cs). The coefficient has a value of about 0.18 at the
middle of the domain and decreases near the surface, which
agrees well with the wall damping trend expected using the
dynamic formulation. Figure 6 confirms that the vertical
profile of the u velocity (streamwise) is logarithmic near the
ground and departs from the logarithmic distribution further
up.
[27] Figure 7 depicts the spectra of the streamwise
velocity. In the inertial subrange (k1z > 1), the effects of
viscosity, boundary conditions, and large-scale structures
are not important and the turbulence is essentially isotropic.
The energy cascade in this subrange follows the Kolmo-
gorov spectrum yielding a slope of 5/3. In the production
range (k1z < 1), energy cascade is affected by the flow
configuration. In wall-bounded flows with neutral stability,
the energy spectrum in the production range has often been
shown to follow a slope of 1 from scaling arguments and
experimental results [Perry et al., 1987; Katul et al., 1995].
The slopes of 1 and 5/3 are well reproduced by the LES
data. As shown by Porte´-Agel et al. [2000], simulation
results using other SGS models depict either higher slopes
(traditional Smagorinsky model) indicating over-dissipa-
tion, or lower slopes (scale-invariant formulations) indicat-
ing under-dissipation of energy. The departure from
expected slopes for the alternative SGS models was espe-
cially noticeable close to the wall.
7. Stress and Velocity Variations Over
Heterogeneous Surfaces
[28] This section presents the basic results of the ABL
flow over heterogeneous surfaces. Close to the surface, the
fluid is expected to move faster over the low roughness
patch than over the high roughness patch. Therefore the fast
moving fluid from the low roughness patch causes a high
shearing stress at the leading edge of the high roughness
patch that exceeds the equilibrium stress over that patch.
This high shear decelerates the fluid and the stress eventu-
Figure 5. Vertical profile of the dynamic coefficient
hcsit,x,y computed by the Lagrangian-averaged scale-depen-
dent dynamic SGS model.
Figure 6. Logarithmic velocity profile huit,x,y/u* (pluses)
and theoretical profile hui/u* = (1/k) ln(z/zo) with k = 0.4
and zo = 0.1 m (solid line).
Figure 7. Normalized u velocity spectra versus k1z; k1 is
the streamwise wave number and z is the height. Each line
represents the data for a selected height (at 4.2, 12.6, 21, 29,
38, 46, 80 130, 197, or 267 m).
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ally decreases to its equilibrium value, if the high roughness
patch is long enough to allow that. Conversely, the slow
moving fluid causes a low stress over the leading edge of
the low roughness patch. The fluid then accelerates and the
stress increases to its equilibrium value over that patch.
These overshoots and undershoots of surface stress were
observed in experimental studies [Bradley, 1968; Antonia
and Luxton, 1971, 1972] and in numerical simulations
[Albertson and Parlange, 1999b; Glendening and Lin,
2002]. Figure 8 indicates the presence of the overshoots
and undershoots in the present LES results. Figure 8 depicts
the nondimensional surface shear stress from simulations
A2, A4, A8, and A20. Note that the low-to-high roughness
transition introduces a larger departure from equilibrium
(u*2 ) compared with the high-to-low roughness transition
(0.25 u*2 ). However, the high roughness patch equilibrates
faster. Figure 8 suggests that equilibrium over the low
roughness patch occurs at about 0.75H downstream of the
jump (where H is the ABL depth), compared to 0.25H for
the high roughness patch. For cases with patch sizes smaller
than the equilibrium distance, equilibrium is of course not
reached. The analysis for short patches is complicated by
the fact that the flow coming from the upstream patch also
might not be in equilibrium. For example, note that the
jump in stress at the low-to-high roughness transition for the
20-patch case is smaller than the jump for the 2-patch case.
This is due to lower upstream velocities and stresses at the
transition point for the 20-patch case.
[29] Figure 9 presents the streamwise velocity data at the
plane of nodes closest to the surface (dz/2 = 4.2 m above the
surface) from simulations A2, A4, A8, and A20. Acceler-
ation of the flow over the low roughness patch and
Figure 8. Nondimensional surface shear stress (htxziy,t/u*2 ) versus streamwise distance for different
patch lengths. (a) Simulation A2, (b) simulation A4, (c) simulation A8, and (d) simulation A20.
Figure 9. Nondimensional streamwise velocity (huiy,t/u*) at the first plane above the surface (z = 4.2 m)
for different patch lengths. (a) Simulation A2, (b) simulation A4, (c) simulation A8, and (d) simulation
A20.
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deceleration over the high roughness patch are in agreement
with the trends seen in the surface stress data of Figure 8.
However, the distances where equilibrium is reached are
significantly greater than for stress equilibrium. Hence the
velocity does not reach its equilibrium value at the end of
each patch for the 8-patch and 20-patch cases.
[30] Figure 10 is a plot of the resolved Reynolds stress
over the x-z plane. In agreement with Albertson and
Parlange [1999b], it shows variations over patches with
different roughness and the blending out of these variations
with height. The nondimensional vertical velocity (hwi/u*)
is depicted in Figure 11. The high-to-low roughness jump
produces flow acceleration in the x-direction resulting in
downward vertical velocities. The opposite occurs after a
low-to-high roughness transition resulting in an upward
mass flux. This upward flux, in conjunction with the
increased turbulent shearing over the high roughness patch,
is important for scalar flux estimation. These conditions will
increase the ability of the flow to remove heat or moisture
from the surface and transport them upward in the ABL.
8. Blending Height Determination From
LES Data
[31] With an infinite succession of patches, the flow near
the wall forms an internal boundary layer (IBL) and is
mainly controlled by the underlying surface. Further up, the
flow is affected by ‘‘plumes’’ of upstream patches and is
controlled by the characteristics of the upstream surface.
Above the blending height (hb), the flow is homogeneous.
These trends can be visualized by plotting the deviation of
the local mean velocity gradient in the vertical direction
from its value averaged over all patches; i.e., by plotting
@huit,y/@z  @huit,x,y/@z (Figure 12).
[32] The blending height (hb), can be determined from
streamwise velocity data averaged in time and in the cross-
stream direction. To obtain a quantitatively robust method,
deviations from the x-averaged velocity, huit,y  huit,x,y,
will be used. Figure 13 shows some selected profiles of
huit,y  huit,x,y for simulation A2 with 2 patches. As can be
seen, the profiles congregate and are very close to 0 above
some blending height.
[33] At each height, the lower and upper quartiles of all the
profiles are determined and plotted versus height. This
results in 2 vertical profiles as depicted in the four represen-
tative examples of Figure 14. Blending is indicated by the
‘‘neck’’ in the profile (see the blow up boxes and horizontal
lines). This gives an unambiguous indication of the point
above which the quartiles no longer oscillate significantly
with height indicating a fairly homogeneous flow.
[34] Figure 15 is a plot of the blending height determined
by the above mentioned method versus patch length, for all
Figure 11. Nondimensional vertical velocity (hwit,y/u*): 2-patch (simulation A2) case.
Figure 10. Reynolds stress variation over the x-z plane hu˜0~w0it,y/u*2. The first patch has a low
roughness and is characterized by a low stress; the second patch has a higher roughness with a higher
stress. The variations blend out as z/H increases: 2-patch (A2) case.
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scenarios. Clearly hb grows with patch length. In addition,
the surface roughness has a noticeable effect upon the
magnitude of hb.
9. Effective Surface Roughness
[35] Most attempts to apply the law-of-the-wall or MOS
to heterogeneous surfaces use the concept of ‘‘equivalent
surface roughness’’ zo,e. This equivalent roughness should,
when used in the similarity law expressions, reproduce the
average velocity or average stress profiles observed over
heterogeneous surfaces. A concern regarding this concept is
that the value of zo,e that reproduces the stress is different
from the value reproducing velocity [Taylor, 1987; Mason,
1988]. In addition, one has to know the proper parameters
(velocity, von Karman constant, or stress) to use in the
similarity equations. Since such an approach is mostly used
in mesoscale modeling of ABL flows to impose a wall
stress, it is the view of the authors that it is most important
to have a zo,e that predicts the correct surface stress, given
velocity data from the simulation.
[36] In LES, the surface is assumed homogeneous at the
grid scale. At larger scales the equivalent surface roughness
for the whole modeling domain can be estimated from
averaged velocity data by assuming a log-law of the form
uh it;x;y
u*
¼ 1
k
ln
z
zo;e
 
: ð18Þ
[37] A least squares error fit between the measured
huit,x,y/u* and the law-of-the-wall expression leads to the
following equation
ln zo; e
  ¼ 1
np
Xnp
i¼1
ln zið Þ  k u zið Þh it;x;y=u*
 " #
; ð19Þ
where np is the number of data points along the z-axis used
in the data fit; the first 6 data points (np = 6) above the wall
were used. This procedure is equivalent to fitting a straight
line through the average nondimensional velocity profile
(huit,x,y/u*) plotted versus the logarithm of elevation
(similar to Figure 6). The slope of the line is imposed as
1/k; the intercept of that line with the zero-velocity axis
gives the equivalent roughness height zo,e. Figure 16 depicts
four examples where the velocity profile was used to get
zo,e. The blending heights and effective surface roughness
values determined from LES data are given in Table 3.
10. Internal Boundary Layer Growth
[38] The aim of this section is to understand the blending
height behavior from the evolution of internal boundary
layers (IBLs) emanating from the boundaries of the patches.
Several methods of identifying the IBLs exist (see Appen-
dix A). It is useful in this work to determine the IBL height
(dIBL) based on velocity data as the point where @huit,y/@z =
@huit,x,y/@z. This corresponds to the point where the veloc-
ity profile has become insensitive to the surface directly
underneath. However, the flow has not blended yet; the
velocity is mainly controlled by the flow from the upstream
patch (Figure 12). The dIBL determined using this method is
depicted in Figure 17 for simulation (A2). The results did
not reveal significant differences between low-to-high and
high-to-low roughness transitions. This is in agreement with
experimental results [Bradley, 1968] and numerical results
[Rao et al., 1973, Glendening and Lin, 2002]. This is valid
Figure 12. Plot of [@huit,y/@z  @huit,x,y/@z] Hu* depicting the different layers in the ABL above
patchy surfaces.
Figure 13. Selected profiles of huit,y  huit,x,y at different
x, normalized by u*.
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only if the transition is between two rough patches. The IBL
will be sensitive to the type of transition if the low-
roughness patch approaches the limit where it becomes
‘‘hydrodynamically’’ smooth [Antonia and Luxton, 1971,
1972] and might be sensitive to the type of transition if the
roughness ratio zo,2/zo,1 is significantly higher than the ratios
used in this work (about 100).
[39] dIBL determined for other simulations (with different
surface roughness and different patch scales) reveal similar
characteristics. Furthermore, the IBL growth was not sig-
nificantly affected by the patch length, unless the patch
scale variations affect the effective surface roughness. This
suggests that the effective surface roughness is the main
parameter controlling the land-atmosphere interaction; the
ABL is responding similarly to the increase and decrease in
surface roughness. Hence a parameterization for the blend-
ing height might be obtained using the effective surface
roughness and the patch length.
[40] To better understand the physical mechanisms con-
trolling the growth of the IBL, a classic scaling argument is
revisited. This widely used approach to estimate the growth
of the boundary layer applies diffusion analogy (introduced
by Miyake [1965]; see Garratt [1990] for a review of the
proposed modifications and verification of the approach).
The scaling arguments used are the following:
ddIBL
dx
 upward diffusion velocity
streamwise convection velocity
 wrms
u dIBLð Þh i ; ð20Þ
Figure 14. Examples of profiles of lower and upper quartiles of the set of profiles huit,y  huit,x,y.
Zoom-in area depicts the ‘‘neck’’ of the profile corresponding to the blending height. The determined
blending height is indicated by the dashed line. (a) Simulation A2, (b) simulation B4, (c) simulation C8,
and (d) simulation D20.
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where x is the downstream distance, dIBL the IBL depth,
hu(dIBL)i the mean streamwise velocity at the IBL top, and
wrms the standard deviation (the root mean square) of the
vertical velocity. wrms can be approximated by u* (from
LES data, for the lower 20% of the ABL, wrms  0.95u*)
whereas the mean streamwise velocity can be estimated
from an effective log profile. Hence
ddIBL
dx
¼ C u*
u dIBLð Þh i ¼ C
k
ln dIBL=zo;e
  : ð21Þ
C is an adjustable proportionality constant, u* the friction
velocity, zo,e the effective surface roughness, and k the von-
Karman constant. Rearranging the equation, we obtain
ln dIBL=zo;e
 
ddIBL ¼ C kdx ð22Þ
Integrating from (dIBL = zo,e at x = 0) to (dIBL at x) yields
ZdIBL
zo;e
ln dIBL=zo;e
 
ddIBL ¼
Zx
0
C kdx; or ð23Þ
zo;e  dIBL
 þ dIBL ln dIBL=zo;e  ¼ C kx; ð24Þ
which can be rearranged to get
dIBL
zo;e
ln
dIBL
zo;e
 
 1
 
þ 1 ¼ C k x
zo;e
: ð25Þ
The +1 is insignificant since typically dIBL/zo,e  1 and the
equation can be written as
dIBL ln
dIBL
zo;e
 
 1
 
¼ C kx: ð26Þ
Figure 15. Blending height (hb) versus patch length (Lp)
for all simulations; solid lines are power law fits.
Table 3. Summary of the hb and zo,e Values Determined From
LES Results for All Simulations
Simulation hb, m zo,e, m
A1 n/a 0.101
A2 285 0.104
A4 170 0.105
A6 125 0.104
A8 100 0.108
A12 75 0.115
A20 55 0.123
A30 40 0.130
B2 315 0.366
B4 190 0.372
B8 120 0.402
B20 65 0.459
C2 290 0.229
C4 180 0.262
C8 110 0.284
C20 70 0.373
D2 250 0.0255
D4 150 0.0256
D8 88 0.0300
D20 50 0.0339
Figure 16. Velocity profiles (huit,x,y/u*) for four simulations; the straight lines are the least squares fits
to the first six points. The intercept with the axis of u/u* = 0 gives zo,e.
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[41] As shown in Figure 17, good agreement is obtained
with LES results after choosing a coefficient of C = 0.85.
The IBL thicknesses from all the 2-patch simulations were
measured from LES and compared to the prediction of
equation (26) with the measured equivalent surface rough-
ness for each simulation. Figure 18 indicates that the
agreement is quite good using the same value of C = 0.85
for all cases (although the B2 and C2 cases are slightly
underpredicted). It should be noted that even minor changes
in zo,e have a great effect on dIBL; however, these effects are
consistent and can be well attributed to the sensitivity of the
hu(z)i profile to changes in zo,e.
[42] The IBL height can be determined using other meth-
ods based on velocity or stress data. These methods were
tested in this work and the results are presented in Appendix
A. The results show equivalent trends, up to a multiplying
factor, so that the value of the coefficient C of equation (26)
needed to predict IBL growth is different for each method.
11. Parameterizations for Mesoscale Models
11.1. Blending Height
[43] To explore the relationship between the IBL devel-
opment and blending height (hb), contour plots of the
nondimensional u gradient kz/u*(dhuiy,t/dz) were inspected,
with the IBL determined by equation (26) overlaid on these
plots (only IBL of one patch is shown for clarity, remember
that the IBLs of all patches grow similarly). Figure 19
depicts these overlaid plots. It is observed that, in all
simulations, when the IBL is allowed to grow until a
downstream distance roughly equal to twice the patch
length, the blending height is reached. Hence it is empiri-
cally found from the LES data that
hb ¼ dIBL x ¼ aLp
 
with a  2: ð27Þ
Combining with equation (26) and C = 0.85 indicates that
the blending height can be estimated from
hb ln
hb
zo;e
 
 1
 
¼ 0:85k 2Lp
 
: ð28Þ
[44] To test this relation, blending heights for all simu-
lations were computed and compared to the heights previ-
ously determined from LES velocity data (Figure 14 and
Table 3). Figure 20 is a plot of blending height versus patch
length (divided by the equivalent surface roughness to
reduce the number of variables to hb/zo,e and Lp/zo,e). The
data points are the heights determined from LES data; the
Figure 17. IBL growth after a jump in surface roughness for simulation A2.
Figure 18. IBL growth for different simulations defined using d huit,y/dz = d huit,x,y/dz. The shaded
lines are the corresponding predictions of equation (26) with C = 0.85, with the equivalent surface
roughness determined from LES data.
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solid line is the prediction of equation (28). The compar-
ison is very satisfactory. It should be noted that the
coefficient a could alternatively be determined from an
error minimization procedure to reproduce the blending
height obtained from LES data. Such an approach yields a
coefficient a of 1.8.
11.2. Effective Surface Roughness
[45] As can be noted, equation (28) used to compute the
blending height involves the value of the equivalent surface
roughness zo,e. Up to this point, the computed equivalent
roughness determined from LES data was used. Hence a
parameterization for zo,e is required to allow computation of
the blending height without any need for flow measure-
ments. Moreover, as discussed in the introduction, the
computation of an equivalent surface roughness is very
important for mesoscale simulations.
[46] The approach presented here has been initiated by
Wieringa [1986] and Mason [1988]; it was discussed and
modified by Claussen [1991]. In this study, a slight mod-
ification is proposed and, most importantly, the performance
of the model is tested versus LES results.
[47] The total surface force over a heterogeneous area can
be written as the discrete sum of surface forces over the
homogeneous patches in the area
Atotalttotal ¼
XN
i¼1
Aiti; ð29Þ
where N is the number of patches, Atotal is the total area
considered, and Ai is the area of patch i. Assuming that the
patches are big enough so that the flow is in equilibrium
with the underlying surface over most of the patch, the
surface stress can be expressed using the law-of-the-wall.
The equation can be rewritten as
uek
ln
z
zo;e
 
0BB@
1CCA
2
¼
XN
i¼1
fi
uik
ln
z
zo;i
 
0BB@
1CCA
2
; ð30Þ
Figure 19. Plots of kz/u*(dhuiy,t /dz). The solid lines are the IBLs as determined from equation (26),
extending over two patches. (a) Simulation A2, (b) simulation B4, (c) simulation C8, and (d) simulation
D20.
Figure 20. Normalized mixing height versus patch length for all simulations fitted with a curve of the
form hb[ln(hb/zo)  1] = 1.7 kLp.
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where ue is the velocity averaged over the whole domain and
zo,e is the equivalent surface roughness to be determined.
Similarly, ui and zo,i are the equilibrium velocity and the
surface roughness of patch i and fi is the fraction of the total
area covered by patch i (fi = Ai/Atotal). Following the
approach of Wieringa [1986] and Mason [1988], the above
equation is evaluated at the blending height hb where the
flow velocity is homogeneous over all the area (ui  ue for
any patch). Hence the equation reduces to
1
ln
hb
zo;e
 2 ¼XN
i¼1
fi
1
ln
hb
zo;i
 2 : ð31Þ
Before solving for zo,e, equations (28) and (31) can be
combined to yield an equation for hb:
hb
1:7kLp þ hb
 2
¼
XN
i¼1
fi
1
ln
hb
zo;i
 2 : ð32Þ
Equation (32) needs to be solved iteratively for hb.
Subsequently, the value of zo,e can be computed from a
rearranged form of equation (28)
zo;e ¼ hb exp  1:7kLp
hb
 1
 
: ð33Þ
[48] The model presented here is used to estimate the
equivalent surface roughness for the LES runs and the
results are compared to the effective surface roughness
determined from LES data. Figure 21 depicts the compar-
ison results where the ratio zo
model/zo
LES is plotted versus
zo
LES. A value of 1 (thick black line) indicates that the
model perfectly reproduces LES results. It can be noted that
all model estimates are within 25% of LES values. Two
other alternative formulations (reviewed in Appendix B)
did not yield results as satisfactory as the model proposed
here.
[49] Note that only simple configurations of patches of
equal lengths were used in this work, for which the
determination of the characteristic scale of heterogeneity
was simple (equal to the patch length Lp). More realistic
configurations would include patches of different sizes and
complex configurations. Therefore the analysis and param-
eterization used here are being validated for more realistic
configurations. An interesting discussion of approaches that
can be used to obtain a characteristic patch length can be
found in a paper by Brutsaert [1998].
12. Conclusions
[50] A new generation large-eddy simulation (LES),
based on a Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic subgrid
model, is applied to neutral atmospheric flow over hetero-
geneous land surfaces. A suite of simulations was per-
formed to investigate the impact of different surface
roughness values and patch lengths on the structure of the
lower atmosphere. Roughness lengths were varied to rep-
resent surfaces ranging from bare soils to forests. The
simulated patch lengths ranged between 200 and 3000 m
corresponding to length scales ranging from less than the
depth of the boundary layer to about 3 times the ABL depth.
The magnitude of the roughness ratio was set to 10 or 100.
[51] Validation tests showed that this LES code is faithful
to the physics of the interaction of the lower atmosphere and
the land surface. The validation compared LES results to
well-established characteristics of ABL flows. The velocity
profile was indeed logarithmic and the streamwise velocity
spectra were in accordance with experimental and theoret-
ical studies. The profile of the dynamic Smagorinsky
coefficient also displayed the expected trend, starting at
0.18 away from the wall and decreasing as the ground is
approached. The velocities and stresses close to the ground
were examined; the trends observed at the roughness jumps
reproduced several features (such as stress overshoots
and undershoots) observed in experimental and numerical
studies.
[52] The blending height and equivalent surface rough-
ness were determined for all simulations. A formulation to
Figure 21. Comparison of equivalent surface roughness estimated by the analytical model (equations
(32) and (33)) to LES values (Figure 16 and Table 3). The thick line corresponds to zo
model = zo
LES (perfect
fit).
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trace the internal boundary layer growth over a given patch
based on the viscous diffusion analogy introduced by
Miyake [1965] was positively assessed. Subsequently, a
relation was developed between the blending height and
the IBL thickness. Results suggest that the blending height
is reached by the developing IBLs at a downstream distance
equal to twice the characteristic length of the patches. IBL
growth was found to be insensitive to the type of jump
(high-to-low or low-to-high roughness) and to be mainly
controlled by the equivalent roughness height. This allowed
the formulation proposed for IBL thickness to be extended
to compute blending height. The equivalent surface rough-
ness is needed to compute the blending height using the
proposed equation.
[53] Writing the total surface force over a heterogeneous
area as the discrete sum of surface forces over the homo-
geneous patches in the area, and evaluating the resulting
expression at the blending height, leads to another useful
equation relating the effective surface roughness and blend-
ing height. The two equations can be combined to estimate
the blending height and the equivalent surface roughness
based simply on knowledge of the scales and roughness
heights of the individual patches. The equivalent surface
roughness computed using this model was compared to the
values determined from the LES velocity profiles. Satisfac-
tory agreement within 25% was observed. This accuracy
was significantly better than the accuracy obtained with 2
alternative formulations for the estimation of the equivalent
surface roughness (Appendix B).
[54] This study provided some answers to the important
questions raised in the introduction. (1) The blending of
internal boundary layers formed over patches is closely
related to the development of these boundary layers. (2)
Surface heterogeneity has a complex effect on the land-
atmosphere interaction; abrupt jumps in surface character-
istics induce sharp changes in the velocity profiles and
discontinuities in the stress profiles close to the surface.
Moreover, roughness changes invariably increase the equiv-
alent roughness of the surface above values expected from
linear accumulation of the effects of the individual patches.
This is confirmed by the increase in the equivalent surface
roughness for decreasing patch length, i.e., increasing
number of jumps, indicating that surface heterogeneity
actually amplifies the land-atmosphere interaction. (3) A
succinct and realistic parameterization of blending height
and effective surface roughness was developed (equations
(32) and (33)) and showed good agreement with LES.
Appendix A
[55] The IBL can be determined from LES data using
several methods. In this work, the u velocity gradient was
used. Presented below are three alternative methods.
[56] 1. IBL height defined as the point where huit,y =
huit,x,y. This corresponds to the point where the velocity is
equally controlled by the underlying surface and the
‘‘plume’’ from the patch directly upstream.
[57] 2. IBL height defined as the point where d(hu0w0it,y)/
dz = d(hu0w0it,x,y)/dz. This corresponds to the point where
the stress profile is insensitive to the underlying surface.
The stress is mainly controlled by the flow from the
upstream patch.
[58] 3. IBL height defined as the point where hu0w0it,y =
hu0w0it,x,y. This corresponds to the point where the stress is
equally controlled by the underlying surface and the
‘‘plume’’ from the patch directly upstream.
[59] Figure A1 depicts the IBL top defined using the three
methods described above; results based on dhuit,y/dz =
dhuit,x,y/dz are also presented for comparison.
Appendix B
[60] Several models similar to the one used here are
available to compute the equivalent surface roughness using
blending height. Mason [1988] proposed a model that uses
equation (31) combined with
hb ln
hb
zo
  2
¼ 2k2Lp: ðB1Þ
[61] Equation (B1) is obtained from the balance between
horizontal advection and vertical stress divergence (recall
that the equation used in this paper is obtained from the
balance between horizontal advection and vertical diffu-
Figure A1. IBL growth for simulation A2 based on four different methods. The two lines for each
method correspond to the low-to-high and high-to-low roughness transitions.
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sion). Comparing the predictions of that model with surface
roughness values determined from LES results indicates that
Mason’s model regularly overpredicts zo,e by up to 50%
(Figure B1). The overprediction is the highest at high zo,e
and can be traced to an underprediction of the blending
height by equation (B1).
[62] On the other hand, Claussen [1991] used equation
(31) and estimated the height at which that equation is to be
applied through an error minimization procedure. Claussen
minimized the sum of the error of assuming horizontal
homogeneity and the error of assuming local equilibrium
of the flow with the surface. He obtained equation (B2)
which is very similar to the one proposed here
hb ln
hb
zo
  
¼ C1 kLp ðB2Þ
[63] The equation will be different from equation (28) for
short patches where the (1) term in equation (28) is
significant. Claussen first proposed C1 = 2k = 0.8
[Claussen, 1990] but he later used RANS results and a trial
and error investigation [Claussen, 1991] to conclude that
the best value for C1 is 1.75 which would yield very close
results to the model in this work (here a value of 1.7 is
proposed for the coefficient C in equation (28)).
[64] The main alternative modeling approach (to the
blending height approach discussed so far) used to estimate
the equivalent surface roughness is the logarithmic average
(see Taylor [1987] for a comprehensive discussion of this
method) that estimates the equivalent roughness of a surface
using
ln zo;e
  ¼XN
i¼1
fi ln zo;i
 
: ðB3Þ
The equivalent surface roughness was estimated using this
model and compared to LES data. Figure B1 shows
comparison results. It can be seen that the error can be as
large as 75% and that the log average model consistently
underpredicts the effective surface roughness. These
comparisons suggest that the model proposed in this paper
(equations (32) and (33)) is better suited to estimate the
equivalent roughness than logarithmic averaging or Mason’s
model, and would give results close to Claussen’s model.
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